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Abstract Causality assessment is a critical step in estab-

lishing the diagnosis of drug induced liver injury (DILI)

during drug development. DILI may resemble almost any type

of liver disease, and often presents a serious challenge to

clinical investigators and drug makers. The diagnosis of DILI

is largely based upon a combination of a compatible clinical

course, exclusion of all other reasonable causes, resemblance

of clinical and pathological features to known features of liver

injury due to the drug (i.e., ‘‘drug’s signature’’), and incidence

of liver injury among patients treated with the drug compared

to placebo or comparator. Causality assessment for suspected

DILI is currently performed using either evaluation by phy-

sicians with expertise in liver disorders (i.e., expert opinion) or

standardized scoring instruments such as the Roussel Uclaf

Causality Assessment Method (RUCAM). Both approaches

are widely used in the post marketing setting. Causality
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Key Points

Causality assessment is a critical step in establishing

the diagnosis of drug-induced liver injury (DILI) and

in determining the hepatic safety profile of the drug

during clinical phases of drug development

Although widely used in the post marketing setting,

scoring instruments for causality assessment such as

the Roussel Uclaf Causality Assessment Method

(RUCAM) have not been systematically validated in

clinical trial patients, and may have many limitations

when used during drug development

Causality assessment using expert opinion remains

the gold standard for causality assessment of

suspected DILI, and is the preferred approach for

causality assessment during drug development
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assessment based on expert opinion is considered superior to

standardized instruments such as RUCAM, in the setting of

drug development, and is currently the preferred approach

during clinical trials. There is a need for a systematic revision

of RUCAM that will render it more suitable for the setting of

clinical trials and drug development. Careful monitoring and

meticulous data collection during clinical trials are essential in

all cases with established liver injury to allow for a proper

causality assessment. A workshop was convened to discuss

best practices for the assessment of drug-induced liver injury

(DILI) in clinical trials. This publication is based on the

conclusions of this workshop.

1 Introduction

A workshop was sponsored and organized jointly by the

European Innovative Medicines Initiative (IMI) and the

Hamner Institute for Drug Safety Sciences (IDSS), with

the aim of addressing gaps in current guidance and ini-

tiating alignment of liver safety assessment on a global

scale.

On November 9, 2012, regulatory experts from the

FDA, EMA, Health Canada, and the Japanese National

Institute of Health Sciences, with representatives from

industry and academia, convened and discussed what could

be considered best practices in clinical liver safety

assessment, focusing on four key areas: 1) data elements

and data standards, 2) methodologies to systematically

analyze liver safety data, 3) tools and methods for causality

assessment, and 4) liver safety assessment in special pop-

ulations such as hepatitis and oncology patients.

This section summarizes current issues related to cau-

sality assessment during clinical trials as discussed at the

workshop, and provides respective recommendations for

use in clinical drug development. Causality assessment for

suspected drug induced liver injury (DILI) remains a major

challenge both in clinical practice and during drug devel-

opment. In contrast to many other liver disorders, there is

currently no specific biomarker or a combination of tests

that will establish the diagnosis of DILI and differentiate it

from other causes of liver injury. DILI may resemble

almost any type of liver disease, and the clinicopathologic

spectrum may range from nonspecific injury, to acute and

chronic hepatitis, granulomatous liver disease, cholestasis,

fatty infiltration, vascular lesions, and hepatic tumors [1].

The diagnosis of DILI is therefore virtually always pre-

sumptive, as it is based on clinical assessment and exclu-

sion of other possible causes rather than on absolute criteria

and specific diagnostic tests.

Abnormal liver tests may be caused by numerous liver

disorders as well as extra-hepatic disorders (Table 1),

most of which are considerably more common than is

typical DILI. It is therefore critical to exclude other liver

diseases before attributing a liver injury to a drug.

Exclusion of other causes requires detailed information

pertaining to the patient’s clinical course and laboratory

data. Failure to test for other causes may result in

assigning guilt by association, which may often be

erroneous.

2 Clinical Threshold for Initiation of Causality

Assessment

The threshold for initiating a full evaluation, that would

allow causality assessment of suspected DILI during drug

development has been a matter of debate. While the FDA

[2] has suggested starting a full evaluation when ALT/AST

crosses the 3X ULN level, ALP crosses 2X ULN or TBIL

crosses 2X ULN, the Health Canada guidance recommends

to repeat testing at ALT or AST of 3X ULN and to monitor

if the level is unchanged; a full evaluation would only be

required if the level is increasing [3]. Others have sug-

gested that an ALT threshold of 3X ULN may be too low

and should be increased to 5X ULN [4]. In a recently

published consensus paper, an international DILI Expert

Working Group [4] has argued that the frequency of

detection of mild ALT elevations unrelated to DILI is

growing due to the increasing prevalence of NAFLD, and

the increased frequency with which liver tests are being

performed. In addition, there is a high frequency of tran-

sient, mild drug-related ALT elevations which may return

to baseline even if therapy is continued. These elevations,

which occur with several drugs, may represent true mild

liver injury with spontaneous resolution, or ‘‘adaptation,’’

but they do not represent clinically important liver injury.

The DILIN Expert Working Group has therefore suggested

that an ALT threshold of 5X ULN is more likely to exclude

clinically unimportant and self-limited events as well as

ALT increases related to NAFLD.

In the setting of drug development (particularly early

phases) waiting for a threshold of 5X ULN before initi-

ating evaluation in patients that had normal or near nor-

mal liver tests at baseline (ALT \ 1.5X ULN), may be

problematic, especially since some regulatory agencies

have recommended that an ALT value of 5X ULN should

be the level for drug discontinuation in clinical trials [3].

However, since most regulators and experts in this field

agree on the need to promptly (within 48–72 hours)

repeat liver tests when the ALT threshold of 3X ULN is

crossed, it may be prudent to assess the need for evalu-

ation based on the trend of the ALT change rather than on

the initial abnormal ALT level. If the subsequent ALT

level decreases or remains in the 3X ULN range, it is

probably appropriate to continue monitoring, and there is
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no need for a full evaluation. However, if the subsequent

ALT level shows a clear trend upwards, it is advisable to

initiate a full evaluation to allow for a comprehensive

causality assessment. For ALP, it is appropriate to initiate

evaluation when the repeated levels remain above 2X

ULN. Of note is that the results of the causality assess-

ment have important immediate implications, as they may

influence the decision of whether or not the drug should

be discontinued. In general, if the cause for liver injury

has been established and is clearly not drug-related, there

is usually no reason to stop the study drug and it can be

continued with close monitoring of liver tests.

The threshold for initiating evaluation in patient with

abnormal liver tests at baseline, is a more complicated issue

and may need to be individualized based on specific levels

and the underlying liver disease. It has been suggested that if

the ALT value is abnormal before beginning drug treatment,

close monitoring should be initiated if there is a 2-fold

increase above baseline values during treatment [2]. In

treatment trials of viral hepatitis, the baseline serum ALT

may be elevated but may fall quickly in response to viral

eradication establishing a new baseline (see Special Popu-

lations section.)

An alternative approach for initiating causality assess-

ment for possible DILI is to use multiples of each indi-

vidual’s baseline ALT value rather than using a threshold

based on multiples of the ULN. This approach may avoid

the issue of somewhat arbitrary and imperfectly selected

ULN values, which may vary between different laborato-

ries and patient populations. There is ongoing debate on the

potential advantages and utility of this approach, which is

beyond the scope of this publication.

2.1 Recommendations

1. In patients with normal or near normal liver tests at

baseline, an increase of serum ALT/AST to[3X ULN,

ALP to [2X ULN or TBIL to [2X ULN should be

followed by repeat testing within 48 to 72 hours of all

four of the routine serum measures (ALT, AST, ALP,

and TBL) to confirm the abnormalities and to deter-

mine the trend of the change in liver tests. If there is a

clear trend upwards in ALT or AST, and/or if ALP or

TBIL levels remain above 2X ULN, an evaluation

should be started for alternative causes. Depending on

the degree of worsening, the drug might need to be

withheld awaiting determination of cause.

2. For subject with elevated values before drug exposure

(e.g., baseline ALT levels [1.5X ULN) it is appropri-

ate to start close monitoring when ALT shows a 2-fold

increases above baseline, and to initiate evaluation for

alternative causes, when subsequent testing shows a

clear trend upwards.

3 Causality Assessment Methods and Instruments

In general, approaches to causality assessment for sus-

pected DILI can be divided into two main groups:

approaches, which rely on expert opinion and those, which

rely on causality assessment instruments such as the

Roussel Uclaf Causality Assessment Method (RUCAM)

[5], and the Maria and Victorino method (M&V) [6], which

attempt to standardize and objectivize the process of cau-

sality assessment.

Table 1 Alternative causes of abnormal liver tests

Hepatitis viruses A, B, C, D, E (Can mimic acute hepatocellular DILI)

Other infectious agents (CMV, EBV, HSV) (Typically mild AT elevations, but may be severe in immune suppressed patients)

Nonalcoholic fatty liver disease (NAFLD) (Usually mild to moderate elevations in AT with mild elevations in ALP)

Alcoholic liver disease (Typically AT levels \300 U/L, AST [ ALT, bilirubin level may be elevated)

Autoimmune hepatitis (Can mimic acute hepatocellular DILI)

Congestive heart failure (May lead to elevated bilirubin and prolonged INR in addition to elevated AT)

Hypotension/cardiac arrhythmia (Usually very high and rapidly reversed AT spike, often in the presence of heart failure and/or hypoxia)

Systemic infection/sepsis (Generally mild AT elevation; bilirubin may be elevated particularly with gram negative infection)

Wilson’s disease (Can mimic acute hepatocellular DILI – hemolysis often present)

Hemochromatosis (Chronic low level AT elevation. Typically would not resemble a hepatocellular DILI episode)

Primary or secondary hepatic tumors (Typically predominantly ALP elevation)

Gallstone disease (Passing a stone can cause a very high ALT spike with a rapid resolution. ALP is generally elevated, and abdominal pain is

expected)

Vascular disorder (Budd Chiari, portal vein thrombosis) (Liver enzymes vary. May be acute, subacute or chronic presentation)

AT aminotransferase, ALT alanine aminotransferase, AST aspartate aminotransferase, ALP alkaline phosphatase, DILI drug induced liver injury,

CMV cytomegalovirus, EBV Epstein-Barr virus, HSV herpes simplex virus

Causality Assessment for Suspected DILI S49



3.1 Causality Assessment Based on Expert Opinion

The approach used for causality assessment in clinical

practice has relied largely on detailed history taking, and

comprehensive clinical, and laboratory assessment. The

final decision regarding causality assessment is often

based on four major components: (1) compatible clinical

course, including typical changes in hepatic biochemical

tests, compatible extrahepatic manifestations, and typical

time to onset and time to resolution (2) exclusion of all

other reasonable causes, including viral hepatitis, alco-

holic liver disease, gallstone related disorders, autoim-

mune hepatitis, metabolic and inherited liver diseases and

DILI related to a concomitant drug (3) resemblance of

clinical and pathological features to known features of

liver injury due to the drug in question (i.e., ‘‘drug’s

signature’’) and (4) the incidence of liver injury among

patients treated with the drug. The last two components

would often not be evident for a new drug candidate in

clinical development, particularly in early clinical trials,

although a signature may emerge during clinical trials

from careful review of liver biochemistry abnormalities in

milder cases of liver injury. That is, when severe DILI is

associated with a drug either in clinical trials or post-

marketing, it is typical for the event to have many of the

same characteristics in terms of latency and biochemical

profile of milder and often transient liver chemistry

abnormalities. Recent genetic studies have also found

common risk factors for the severe and the minor and

often asymptomatic liver injuries observed in clinical

trials, which may indicate common underlying mecha-

nisms [7–9].

When a clinically important liver injury is encountered

in a clinical trial, finding similar but milder events in a

retrospective examination supports a causal link and,

conversely, not finding similar episodes makes a causal

link less likely [2].

This causality assessment approach usually requires

great expertise in the field of hepatology and therefore,

under optimal circumstances, should be performed by

hepatology experts. At a minimum, it is advisable to utilize

hepatology experts for causality assessment in more severe

cases of liver injury such as cases belonging to categories

3–4 (severe injury, liver transplant, or death) according to

the following DILI Severity Index recently published by a

DILI Expert Working Group [4], although in some cases it

may be prudent to seek the advice of such experts for

moderate cases as well (category 2)

CATEGORY 1, MILD LIVER INJURY

• Elevated alanine aminotransferase (ALT) or alkaline

phosphatase (ALP) levels reaching criteria for DILI1

but total bilirubin (TBL) concentration \2 9 ULN.

CATEGORY 2, MODERATE LIVER INJURY

• Elevated ALT or ALP levels reaching criteria for DILI

and TBL concentration C2 9 ULN, or symptoms

consistent with liver injury

CATEGORY 3, SEVERE LIVER INJURY

• Elevated ALT or ALP levels reaching criteria for DILI,

TBL concentration C2 9 ULN, and one of the

following:

– International normalized ratio (INR) C1.5

– Ascites and/or encephalopathy, disease duration

\26 weeks, and absence of underlying cirrhosis

– Other organ failure considered to be due to DILI

CATEGORY 4, FATAL OR LIVER TRANSPLANTATION

• Death or liver transplantation due to DILI

Despite its many advantages, causality assessment based

on expert opinion is largely subjective, and suffers from

interobserver variance [10]. Furthermore, the use of this

approach requires the availability of hepatology experts,

which is not always feasible. Nevertheless, recent evidence

suggests that this approach, with all its limitations, is

superior to the proposed standardized methodologies for

causality assessment, most notably RUCAM [10]. More-

over, expert opinion was used by several authors as the

‘‘gold standard’’ for development, validation and compar-

ison of existing scoring systems [6, 11]. Even authorities

that recommend the use of RUCAM in clinical practice

often agree that consensus opinion among hepatologists

with expertise in DILI adjudication remains a ‘‘gold stan-

dard’’ [4].

When using expert opinion to assess hepatic cases,

especially cases of serious liver injury, it is probably

advantageous to use three experts to increase the chances

of a majority opinion. In general, each expert should per-

form causality assessment independently, and each expert

should be blinded to treatment assignment where feasible.

Ideally, during drug development, causality assessment

should be performed prior to unblinding the treatment

assignment within the company. This avoids the possibility

that greater attempts were made to gather relevant data,

1 Clinical chemistry criteria for DILI, based on the definition of the

DILI Expert Working Group [4] include any one of the following: (1)

More than or equal to 5X elevation above the ULN for ALT. (2) More

than or equal to 2X elevation above the ULN for ALP (particularly

with accompanying elevations in concentrations of gamma-glutamyl

transpeptidase) in the absence of known bone pathology driving the

rise in ALP level. (3) More than or equal to 3X elevation in ALT

concentration and simultaneous elevation of TBL concentration

exceeding 2X ULN.

S50 A. Regev et al.



such as herbal or dietary supplement use, for subjects

revealed to be receiving study drug. Discrepant scores

between reviewers can be resolved through subsequent

communications in order to achieve consensus, or at least a

majority opinion.

3.2 Causality Assessment Based on Standardized

Instruments

Two causality assessment instruments have been devel-

oped in an attempt to standardize the process of causality

assessment for liver injury and achieve an objective

assessment. Despite some advantages, these instruments

suffer from several drawbacks, which limit their accuracy

and restrict their routine use. Of the two instruments, the

RUCAM is the more well recognized. It is widely used,

especially in European countries, and is considered

superior to the Maria and Victorino method (M&V) [11].

RUCAM was developed in 1989 by a group of experts at

the request of CIOMS (Council for International Orga-

nizations of Medical Sciences). It is based on seven

criteria that may receive scores ranging from -3 to ?3.

The total score for acute liver injury can range between

-7 and ?14 and be classified in 5 degrees of relatedness:

score equal to or less than 0, relationship ‘‘Excluded’’;

l–2: ‘‘Unlikely’’; 3–5: ‘‘Possible’’; 6–8: ‘‘Probable’’;

above 8: ‘‘Highly Probable’’ [5]. A worksheet with

assigned scores for the RUCAM is provided in the

National Institute of Diabetes and Digestive and Kidney

Diseases (NIDDK) LiverTox website (http://livertox.nih.

gov/Causality.html).

The RUCAM was used in numerous publications

assessing liver injury related to drugs and herbal products,

which was diagnosed in routine clinical practice [12–14].

However, RUCAM was mainly developed and validated

in patients in the post marketing setting [15]. It was not

systematically validated for the drug development setting

or in clinical trial patients. Furthermore, the RUCAM

score was validated initially using cases with a positive

rechallenge [15], but it is now clear that rechallenge can

be negative in cases of well-established DILI [17]. In

addition, many of the factors included in the RUCAM

score are not well defined and are open to variable

interpretation, which would often need expertise in the

field of hepatology and DILI. In a study by the U.S.

Drug-Induced Liver Injury Network (DILIN) [10] that

assessed the reliability of RUCAM in well-defined cases

of hepatotoxicity, RUCAM was found to have low test-

retest reliability (0.54), and low inter-rater reliability

(0.45).

RUCAM has additional limitations when used in the

setting of clinical trials for new drugs:

1. RUCAM requires previous information on the hepatic

effects of the drug, which is often lacking in clinical

trials, especially in early phases.

2. RUCAM includes pregnancy and excessive alcohol

consumption as potential risk factors for DILI, but both

pregnancy and excessive alcohol drinking are often

exclusion criteria for most clinical trials. Furthermore,

it should be noted that the role of these conditions as

general risk factors for DILI has not been clearly

established.

3. RUCAM relies heavily on response to readministration

of the drug after resolution of liver injury (‘‘re-

challenge’’). Although this may be justified in clinical

practice where a clear benefit of the drug is estab-

lished, rechallenge is currently not recommended

under most circumstances pertaining to clinical trials

[16]. Furthermore, a few reports suggest that rechal-

lenge may be negative in a substantial proportion of

cases, even when the drug was considered the cause of

liver injury [17].

4 Causality Assessment Scales

The causality scales used in the medical literature have

varied, but most authorities would agree that the key cutoff

of concern is whether the study drug probably caused the

observed liver injury, or whether a causality link is unli-

kely. This can be viewed as whether the likelihood of a

causal link is greater than 50 % or less than 50 %,

respectively. This binary classification may be sufficient

for assessments of infrequent cases or at the early stages of

clinical development. However, at later stages of clinical

development, for example in preparation for a new drug

application (NDA) submission, or in the event of serious

liver injuries (such as Hy’s Law cases), it may be more

appropriate to further subcategorize causation categories.

DILIN has defined categories based on percent likelihood

[18] (Table 2). These percentage values, although lacking

mathematical accuracy, may be helpful in further defining

the causal association, particularly by non-hepatologists.

The ‘‘Definite’’ category requires a typical temporal

relationship with no competing diagnosis. The event should

fit a pattern (‘‘signature’’) of liver chemistry elevations

observed in other patients treated with the study drug but

not the comparator. The ‘‘Highly likely’’ category requires

a convincing temporal relationship and no competing

diagnosis. Similarly, the ‘‘Probable’’ category requires a

temporal relationship considered compatible with drug

related injury, with no competing causes or when com-

peting causes are considered less likely than is injury from

the study drug.

Causality Assessment for Suspected DILI S51
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In the ‘‘Possible’’ category there is at least one other

reasonable diagnosis that is more likely than the drug to be

the cause of liver injury, while in the ‘‘Unlikely’’ category

the temporal relationship is atypical for DILI or another

etiology is considered to be responsible for the reaction.

The ‘‘Unassessable’’ or ‘‘Indeterminate’’ category is

reserved for cases that have insufficient data to arrive at a

reasonable causality assessment.

The 5-categories scale (consisting of ‘‘Unlikely,’’ ‘‘Pos-

sible,’’ ‘‘Probable,’’ ‘‘Highly likely’’ and ‘‘Definite’’) has

been favored by DILIN and other academic investigators.

However, several drug makers have preferred the use of a

3-category scale, namely ‘‘Unlikely,’’ ‘‘Possible’’ and

‘‘Probable’’ (Table 3), for the following reasons: (1) Due to

various practical limitations, cases documented during drug

development are often not evaluated as completely as the

DILIN cases, and are often missing some data. It is rarely

possible to reach the same granularity in causality-classifi-

cation as DILIN with the data available to drug makers.

Therefore, it is often impossible to differentiate between

‘‘Probable,’’ ‘‘Highly likely’’ and ‘‘Definite.’’ (2) From the

regulatory perspective, there may be no significant differ-

ence in the approach towards cases, which are classified as

‘‘Probable’’ versus those that are classified as ‘‘Highly

likely’’ or ‘‘Definite.’’ From the practical standpoint, the

future implications are often the same. (3) The differentia-

tion between ‘‘Probable,’’ ‘‘Highly likely’’ and ‘‘Definite’’

requires reviewers with competence in the fields of liver

disease and knowledge of DILI. In many cases, the level of

proficiency among assessors of causality in pharmaceutical

companies may not be as high as that of DILIN investiga-

tors, and the differentiation between ‘‘Probable,’’ ‘‘Highly

likely’’ and ‘‘Definite’’ may not be a realistic expectation for

these assessors. (4) From the statistical standpoint, the

5-categories classification system may be viewed as an

unbalanced rating scale, which, although suitable for

studies such as that of DILIN’s, may introduce a potential

bias when used during drug development. In the

3-categories system, there is one low category (‘‘Unlikely’’)

one intermediated category (‘‘Possible’’) and one high cat-

egory (‘‘Probable’’). In contrast, in the 5-category system

there is one low category (‘‘Unlikely’’) one intermediate

category (‘‘Possible’’) and three high categories (‘‘Proba-

ble’’, ‘‘Highly likely’’ and ‘‘Definite’’). It has been shown

that a scale which is balanced towards higher categories is

more likely to provoke an apparently higher response level

[19, 20]. The unbalanced 5-category scale might therefore

provoke higher causality assessment responses, which may

lead to skewed assessments, especially when used by non-

experts. Although formal recommendations are lacking, it

may be preferable for pharmaceutical companies to use a

3-category scale (Probable, Possible, Unlikely) for causality

assessment during drug development.

4.1 Recommendations

1. Causality assessment for suspected DILI during clini-

cal trials should utilize expert opinion as much as

possible.

2. The experts should, where possible, be blinded to

treatment assignment and should perform the causal-

ity assessments independently prior to seeking

consensus.

3. In milder liver injury cases (meeting criteria for

categories 1–2) (See Sect. 3.1), and in the absence of

hepatology experts, causality assessment should be

performed by two or three physicians who are trained

and experienced in the process of causality assessment

and are blinded to each other’s assessment and to

treatment assignment.

4. A cross-pharma training program on causality assess-

ment of liver injury cases should be organized.

5. In most cases pertaining to drug development, a

3-category causality assessment scale may be prefer-

able to a 5-category scale.

Table 2 Causality assessment scoring in the drug-induced liver injury network (DILIN) prospective study [18]a

Causality score Likelihood (%) Description

1 = Definite [95 Clinical features of the liver injury are typical for the drug or herbal product (‘signature’ or pattern of

injury, timing of onset, recovery). The evidence for causality is ‘beyond a reasonable doubt’

2 = Highly likely 75–95 The evidence for causality is ‘clear and convincing’ but not definite

3 = Probable 50–74 Causal relationship is supported by ‘the preponderance of evidence’ as implicating the drug but the

evidence cannot be considered definite or highly likely

4 = Possible 25–49 Causal relationship is not supported by ‘the preponderance of evidence’; however, one cannot definitively

exclude the possibility

5 = Unlikely \25 The evidence for causality is ‘highly unlikely’ based upon the available information

Insufficient data Not applicable Key elements of the drug exposure history, initial presentation, alternative diagnoses and/or diagnostic

evaluation prevent one from determining a causality score

a Table 2 copied from Reference [18]
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6. In its present form, RUCAM cannot be recommended

for causality assessment in clinical trials. There is a

great need for a systematic revision of RUCAM that

will render it more suitable for the setting of clinical

trials and drug development.

5 Factors to Consider in a Structured Causality

Assessment

Factors to consider during causality assessment should include

latency, pattern and course of the reaction as well as resolution

on dechallenge. Considering that in phase III trials comparable

data for both treatment and control groups are available, it is

important to compare frequency and pattern of liver injury

between the groups. It is advisable to avoid rigid causality

criteria in assessing new drugs, since different mechanisms of

liver injury and treatment population susceptibility factors may

be at play, which eventually will explain phenotypic differences

among hepatotoxic agents in drug development programs. The

following should be described for all study enrollees when liver

injury is identified:

5.1 Temporal Relationship with the Drug Treatment

Latency: The ‘time of DILI onset’ will be the time from the

first exposure to the drug to the first qualifying laboratory

tests (see below) except in cases where symptoms directly

related to DILI (i.e., right upper quadrant abdominal pain/

discomfort, nausea, vomiting, increasing fatigue, jaundice)

clearly have preceded the laboratory test [4].

5.2 Pattern and Severity

This is described as hepatocellular, cholestatic or mixed

based on the current definition of DILI using the first set of

tests when the event meets the threshold for DILI. These

patterns can be established using an equation referred to as

the ‘R value.’ R is the ratio of serum activity of ALT/serum

activity of ALP. Each activity is expressed as a multiple of

ULN, and both should be measured together at the time of

recognition of liver injury. Liver injury is designated

‘hepatocellular’ when there is an increase above 3X ULN

in ALT alone or when R is C5. Liver injury is designated

‘cholestatic when there is an increase above 2X ULN in

ALP alone or when R B2. Liver injury is designated

‘mixed’ when there is an increase above 2X ULN in ALT

and an increase in ALP and 2 \ R \ 5.

It is also important to record the peak of the reaction and

define severity according to the existing definitions.

5.3 Resolution on De-Challenge

The degree of decrease in liver enzymes should be char-

acterized. This can be described as the time to reach a

decrease in serum enzymes of [50 % from peak value

above the ULN or the time to reach baseline levels.

5.4 Exclusion of Other Disorders

Exclusion of other potential causes of liver injury is an

essential part of causality assessment. The frequency of

specific liver disorders varies widely according to popula-

tions and geographies. In general, the frequency of non--

drug related causes is often considerably higher than that of

DILI. For example, while the incidence of DILI for specific

drugs have typically ranged between 1:10,000 and

1:100,000, the US prevalence of hepatitis C alone is 1.8 %.

Similar to hepatitis C, the prevalence of hepatitis B and E

differ widely between various populations. In Eastern Asia,

the prevalence of hepatitis B may be as high as or even

higher than 10 %. Although the general prevalence in the

US is less than 0.5 %, it has been reported to range

between 6–10.5 % among Asian Americans [21, 22].

Importantly, in studies with immune modulating or

immune suppressant agents in patients previously infected

with HBV (HBsAg or anti-HBc positive), HBV may

undergo reactivation, which may lead to severe hepatitis,

and occasionally to liver failure [23]. Hepatitis E has been

Table 3 A three-category causality assessment scale for suspected drug-induced liver injury (DILI)

Causality score Likelihood (%) Description

1 = Probable 50–100 The causality is supported by the preponderance of evidence, and the drug is more likely than not to be

the causal agent. Other likely causes have been ruled out with appropriate tests

2 = Possible 25–49 The causality is not supported by the preponderance of evidence; however, one cannot definitively

exclude the possibility. Another etiology is more likely to be the cause of liver injury

3 = Unlikely \25 The evidence for causality is ‘highly unlikely’ based upon the available information. Another etiology is

likely to be the cause of abnormal liver tests

Insufficient data Not applicable Key elements of the drug exposure history, initial presentation, alternative diagnoses and/or diagnostic

evaluation prevent one from determining a causality score
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considered endemic to India and certain areas in Africa and

Central America, however, recent evidence suggest that the

incidence of hepatitis E is significantly higher in Western

countries than had previously been assumed, and may

reach 21 % in the US [24]. The likelihood that abnormal

liver tests are related to viral hepatitis is therefore relatively

high, so that if specific tests for viral hepatitis have not

been performed, assigning high causality to a drug is

problematic. In one analysis, two thirds of cases initially

reported as drug-induced chronic hepatitis were subse-

quently attributed to chronic hepatitis C [25]. In the U.S.

DILIN registry, 3 % of the cases initially believed to be

due to DILI were later determined to be a result of acute

hepatitis E infection [26]. Viral hepatitis A, B, C and E

must therefore be excluded in every patient with a signif-

icant abnormality in liver tests during clinical trials. In

HBsAg positive patients, acute HDV infection should be

ruled out as well. Autoimmune hepatitis should be evalu-

ated by testing for anti-nuclear antibody (ANA), smooth

muscle antibody (SMA), immunoglobulin profile, and in

certain circumstances (e.g., acute hepatitis in pediatric

patients) liver-kidney microsomal antibody (LKM) and

soluble liver/liver-pancreas antibody (SLA/LP) [27, 28].

Other infectious agents such as cytomegalovirus (CMV

IgM serology) and Epstein-Barr Virus (EBV IgM serology)

should also be excluded, particularly when extra-hepatic

manifestations are present. Gallstone disease is common in

certain populations, and as high as 24 % of cases of AST

elevation over 400 U/L have been shown to have an

underlying pancreaticobiliary disorder on investigation

[29]. Imaging to exclude biliary obstruction is therefore

essential in cases of suspected DILI during clinical trials.

In addition, hepatic ischemia and hypoxia due to circula-

tory or cardiac failure can present with acute hepatocellular

form of liver injury indistinguishable from DILI [29], and

systemic sepsis should also be considered as an alternative

diagnosis in an appropriate clinical scenario [30]. In cases

with elevated bilirubin, it is imperative to consider the

possibility of Gilbert’s syndrome, which may affect up to

10 % of the population, and may be mistakenly diagnosed

as severe DILI or a Hy’s Law case. This requires assess-

ment of both total and direct bilirubin values. In addition,

testing for alleles known to be associated with Gilbert’s

disease should be considered.

However, exclusion of all of these conditions alone does

not guarantee that a drug is the causative agent underling

liver injury as acute sero-negative hepatitis of unknown

etiology indistinguishable from DILI accounts for sub-

stantial proportion of patients developing acute liver failure

even in extensively investigated cohorts [31, 32]. Similarly,

significant proportion of sero-negative chronic hepatitis is

indistinguishable from auto-immune hepatitis in clinical

characteristics, response to steroids and natural history [28,

33–35]. Yet, drugs have been associated with otherwise

unexplained chronic hepatitis [36]. Herbal products and

food supplements are emerging as an important cause of

DILI, including severe liver injury and liver failure leading

to liver transplantation.

A thorough evaluation for other causes of abnormal liver

tests is therefore critical to the process of causality

assessment for suspected DILI. It is also good practice to

save samples in suspected DILI cases to allow further

investigations in the event that uncertainty persists after

initial evaluation.

5.5 Risk Factors

Generally, the role of most potential risk factors has not

been clearly established and is still a matter of debate [37,

38]. Furthermore, information regarding potential risk

factors that may increase the susceptibility to DILI is

unlikely to be known at the time of the clinical trial.

Nevertheless, information regarding factors such as age,

gender, ethnicity, body mass index, diabetes, metabolic

syndrome, alcohol intake, smoking and other comorbidity

should be collected whenever possible.

5.6 Extra-Hepatic Features

Clinical symptoms occur at a variable frequency in persons

who develop DILI, but the form of presentation can be

helpful in defining the ‘phenotype’ or ‘signature’ of a

particular drug. For example, the presence of fatigue,

nausea, vomiting and right upper quadrant pain character-

istic of symptomatic hepatitis, points the way to a group of

drugs known to cause acute hepatocellular injury. Other

drugs might be considered when there are features sug-

gestive of an inflammatory or immune mediated process,

such as rash, fever, arthralgia, or eosinophilia. Occasion-

ally other organ involvements (kidney, lungs or pancreas)

may accompany the reaction and point to yet other drugs

responsible for the injury. Prospective collection of infor-

mation regarding the presence or absence of these mani-

festations can aid in the recognition of signatures of a

particular drug and may also provide clues to the under-

lying mechanisms of DILI.

6 Conclusions and Recommendations

Causality assessment for suspected DILI in clinical trials

should include careful assessment and laboratory tests for

viral hepatitis A, B, C and E, autoimmune hepatitis, alco-

holic liver disease, gallstone disease, other hepatotoxic

drugs (including herbal and over the counter products) and

extrahepatic conditions which may lead to abnormal liver
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tests, such as systemic infection, hypotension, and heart

failure. Based on the clinical picture and laboratory find-

ings the evaluation may also include tests for Epstein Barr

Virus (EBV), Cytomegalovirus (CMV) and metabolic or

hereditary liver diseases such as Wilson’s disease and he-

mochromatosis. Meticulous data collection during the

hepatic event is critical for effective causality assessment

and to establish a diagnosis of DILI.
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